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1. Introduction

The JP = 1/2− ground-state resonance of the Λ baryon, the Λ(1405), lies anomalously low
in mass. At 1405.1+1.3

−1.0 MeV [2], it not only lies lower than the first positive-parity excited state,
but also lower than the negative-parity ground state of the nucleon – even though it has a strange
valence quark. Identifying the explanation for this observation has challenged theorists since its
discovery in the 1960s [3]. While the quantum numbers of the Λ(1405) can be described by
three quarks, (uds), its totally unexpected position in the spectrum has rendered its structure quite
mysterious.

Using the variational method, the CSSM presented results showing the isolation of the Λ(1405)
on the lattice [4] and a subsequent calculation of its electromagnetic form factors [1]. This calcu-
lation reveals the vanishing of the strange quark contribution to the magnetic form factor of the
Λ(1405) in the regime where the masses of the up and down quarks approach their physical values.

This result is very naturally explained if the state becomes a molecular KN bound state in that
limit. In this case the strange quark is confined within a spin-0 kaon and has no preferred spin
orientation. Because the anti-kaon has zero orbital angular momentum in order to conserve parity,
the strange quark cannot contribute to the magnetic form factor of the Λ(1405). On the other hand,
if the Λ(1405) were a πΣ state or an elementary three-quark state the strange quark must make a
sizable contribution to the magnetic form factor. Only if the KN component in the structure of the
Λ(1405) is dominant would one expect to find a vanishing strange-quark magnetic form factor.

In these proceedings we provide a review of the CSSM studies that led to this remarkable
result, commencing with the variational method which is critical to isolating this state on the lattice.

2. Variational Analysis

To extract correlation functions from a variational analysis [5, 6, 7], we first need to construct
the correlation matrix. If we consider some set of operators {χi } that couple to the states of interest,
the associated correlation matrix can be written as

Gi j(Γ;p; t) = ∑
x

e−ip·x tr(Γ〈Ω|χi(x)χ j(0)|Ω〉), (2.1)

where Γ is some Dirac matrix that sensibly selects the appropriate components of the resultant
spinor matrix. We then solve for the left (vα(p)) and right (uα(p)) generalised eigenvectors of
G(Γ;p; t +δ t) and G(Γ;p; t), so that

G(Γ;p; t +δ t)uα(p) = e−Eα (p)δ t G(Γ;p; t)uα(p), and (2.2)

vα>(p)G(Γ;p; t +δ t) = e−Eα (p)δ t vα>(p)G(Γ;p; t). (2.3)

These eigenvectors identify the “ideal” combinations φ α of the original operators χi that per-
fectly isolate individual energy eigenstates at momentum p. As such, we can write

φ
α(p) = vα

i (p)χi φ
α(p) = χ i uα

i (p) . (2.4)

Note that the Greek indices, α and β , label states and are not to be summed when repeated. Using
these operators, we can construct the eigenstate-projected correlation functions for the individual
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Figure 1: The lowest-lying eigenstate-projected masses using SU(3)-flavour-symmetry-specific operators
χ1, χ8

1 , and χ8
2 plotted against m2

π . Using these operators allows us to isolate three low-lying states.

states,

Gα(Γ;p; t) = vα>(p)G(Γ;p; t)uα(p), (2.5)

which may then be analysed using standard lattice techniques. By fitting a single state ansatz to
the eigenstate-projected effective energies we are able to obtain robust values for the excited state
energy spectrum [8].

As the Λ(1405) has the valence quark assignment of (u,d,s), it has overlap with both octet
and singlet flavour symmetries. The flavour symmetry is exact when all three quarks have the
same mass and electromagnetic charges are neglected. However, the strange quark mass is much
larger than the u and d quark masses, and one expects that the eigenstates of QCD should involve
a superposition of octet and singlet symmetries. We consider local three-quark operators providing
both scalar and vector diquark spin configurations for the quarks [9],

χ
8
1 =

1√
6

ε
abc
(

2(uaC γ5 db)sc +(uaC γ5 sb)dc− (daC γ5 sb)uc
)
, (2.6)

χ
8
2 =

1√
6

ε
abc
(

2(uaC db)γ5 sc +(uaC sb)γ5 dc− (daC sb)γ5 uc
)
, (2.7)

χ
1 = 2ε

abc
(
(uaC γ5 db)sc− (uaC γ5 sb)dc +(daC γ5 sb)uc

)
, (2.8)

where we have suppressed the spacetime coordinate dependence for clarity. Note that in the flavour-
singlet case, the two Dirac structures are related through a Fierz transformation.

We also expand our operator basis by including operators smeared by differing amounts of
gauge-invariant Gaussian smearing [10]. Our analysis is based on a 6×6 correlation matrix formed
by using the flavour-octet operators χ8

1 , χ8
2 , and the flavour-singlet operator χ1 together with 16 and

100 sweeps of smearing.
The quark-mass dependence of the lowest lying states observed in our lattice QCD calcula-

tions [4] is illustrated in Fig. 1 at each of the pion masses available in the PACS-CS simulations.
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Figure 2: Relative strength of each interpolating field’s eigenvector component, ui(0) of Eq. (2.4), for the
Λ(1405) as a function of m2

π . The light-coloured points are smeared with 16 sweeps of smearing and the dark
points with 100 sweeps. The gold points correspond to the flavour-octet operator with a (qC γ5 q)q Dirac
structure, the red points correspond to the same flavour-octet structure but with a (qC q)γ5 q Dirac structure.
The blue points correspond to the flavour-singlet operator.

The mixing of spin-flavour symmetries in the QCD eigenstates demands a linear superposition of
these interpolators when creating an eigenstate of QCD. The correlation matrix approach provides
an effective means for determining this superposition. The lowest state observed, corresponding to
the Λ(1405), is singlet-dominated whereas the two higher excited states are octet-dominated.

Figure 2 displays the flavour composition of the Λ(1405) in the relative components of the
different interpolating fields from a 6× 6 correlation matrix as the pion-mass varies. While the
highly-smeared, flavour-singlet operator is always the dominant contribution, an octet component
becomes important away from the SU(3)-flavour–symmetry limit. A comparison of the energy of
the Λ(1405) with a single unit of lattice momentum and the dispersion relation

√
m2 +p2 is shown

in Figure 3.

3. Electromagnetic Form Factors

The isolation of an individual energy eigenstate enables the investigation of other properties
of the Λ(1405) on the finite volume lattice. The electromagnetic form factors are particularly in-
teresting as they provide insight into the distribution of charge and magnetism within the Λ(1405).
Moreover, the form factors can be resolved one quark flavour at a time.

To measure the electromagnetic properties of the Λ(1405) in Lattice QCD, one probes the
state with the conserved vector current carrying three-momentum ~q, at a time well separated from
the creation and annihilation points to ensure single-state isolation. By taking the ratio of this
three-point correlation function with the two-point correlation function from the mass-analysis, we
create a direct measure of the Sachs electric and magnetic form factors. For an energy eigenstate
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Figure 3: A plot of the energy of the Λ(1405) with a single unit of lattice momentum as a function of m2
π ,

compared with the value expected from the dispersion relation
√

m2 +p2.

α , the three-point correlation function is given by

Gµ

α(Γ;p′,p; t2, t1) = ∑
x1,x2

e−ip′·x2 ei(p′−p)·x1 tr(Γ〈Ω|φ α(x2) jµ(x1)φ
α(0)|Ω〉). (3.1)

where jµ is the current. We can rewrite this in the following form

Gµ

α(Γ;p′,p; t2, t1) = e−Eα (p′)(t2−t1) e−Eα (p) t1 tr

(
Γ ∑

s,s′
〈Ω|φ α |p′,s′〉〈p′,s′| jµ |p,s〉〈p,s|φ α |Ω〉

)
(3.2)

in order to extract the current matrix element 〈p′,s′| jµ |p,s〉 that encodes the form factors of the
interaction.

Using the nature of the optimal operators φ α , we can define the ideal three-point correlation
function in terms of the non-projected three-point correlation functions Gµ

i j as

Gµ

α(Γ;p′,p; t2, t1) = vα>(p′)Gµ(Γ;p′,p; t2, t1)uα(p). (3.3)

To eliminate the temporal dependence of the three-point correlation function, we construct the
following ratio of three- and two-point functions [9, 11]

Rµ

α(Γ
′,Γ;p′,p; t2, t1) =

(
Gµ

α(Γ;p′,p; t2, t1)Gµ

α(Γ;p,p′; t2, t1)
Gα(Γ′;p′; t2)Gα(Γ′;p; t2)

)1/2

. (3.4)

The current matrix element for spin-1/2 baryons can be written in the form

〈p′,s′| jµ |p,s〉=
(

m2
α

Eα(p)Eα(p′)

)1/2

u
(

F1(q2)γ
µ + iF2(q2)σ

µν qν

2mα

)
u , (3.5)
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Figure 4: Sachs electric form factors at Q2 = 0.16 GeV2/c2. Results for the individual unit-charged quark
flavour sectors for the Λ(1405) (dark points) are compared with those for the ground state Λ (light).

where F1 and F2 are the Dirac and Pauli form factors. These are related to the Sachs form factors
through

GE(q2) = F1(q2)− q2

(2mα)2 F2(q2) , and (3.6)

GM(q2) = F1(q2)+F2(q2) . (3.7)

A suitable choice of momentum q and the Dirac matrices Γ and Γ′ allows us to directly access the
Sachs electric and magnetic form factors through an “effective” lattice form factor [9], with further
technical details of the extraction technique provided elsewhere [12].

Figure 4 presents the pion mass dependence of the Sachs electric form factors for the individual
quark sectors for both the Λ(1405) and the ground-state even-parity Λ at Q2 = 0.16 GeV2/c2. We
see little change between the ground state Λ and the Λ(1405). At heavy quark masses approaching
the flavour-symmetry limit, the light (u or d) quarks in the Λ(1405) have the same distribution as
the strange quark as required by the singlet symmetry. As the u and d quarks become light, we
observe a significant departure from the flavour symmetry, reminiscent of Fig. 2 where the octet
interpolator becomes important for the excitation of the Λ(1405) in the light-quark region. It is also
interesting to note that the strange quark form factor variation is a pure environmental effect as the
mass of the strange quark is held fixed.

The deviation from this flavour-singlet picture as the pion mass approaches its physical value
is consistent with the development of a KN component in the structure of the Λ(1405). If we
consider such a dressing, the centre of mass lies nearer the heavier nucleon, so the anti-light–quark
contribution is distributed further out by the K; this yields an enhanced light-quark form factor.
Similarly, the strange quark is also distributed further out by the K and this results in a suppressed
form factor relative to the ground state Λ.

The strange quark magnetic form factor of the Λ(1405) is crucial to the present analysis be-
cause it provides direct insight into the possible dominance of a molecular KN bound state. In
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Figure 5: Ratio of three- and two-point functions providing the strange-quark contribution to the Sachs magnetic
form factor of the Λ(1405) at Q2 ' 0.16 GeV2/c2. Results at two different pion masses describing the light u and d
quark masses are illustrated. The vertical dashed line indicates the introduction of the electromagnetic current at t = 21
following the baryon source at t = 16.

forming such a molecular state, the Λ(u,d,s) valence quark configuration is complemented by a
u,u quark–anti-quark pair making a K−(s,u) proton (u,u,d) bound state, or a d,d quark–anti-quark
pair making a K0(s,d) neutron (d,d,u) bound state. In both cases the strange quark is confined
within a spin-0 kaon and has no preferred spin orientation. Because of this and the fact that the
anti-kaon has zero orbital momentum in order to conserve parity, the strange quark cannot con-
tribute to the magnetic form factor of the Λ(1405). On the other hand, if the Λ(1405) were a πΣ

state or an elementary three-quark state the strange quark must make a sizable contribution to the
magnetic form factor. In summary, only if the KN component in the structure of the Λ(1405) is
dominant would one expect to find a vanishing strange quark magnetic form factor.

Figure 5 presents the Euclidean time dependence of the three- and two-point correlation func-
tion ratio for the strange quark contribution to the Sachs magnetic form factor, G s

M, of the Λ(1405)
at Q2 ' 0.16 GeV2/c2. Results for two different ensembles are presented. As is standard for quark-
sector contributions, the electric charge factor for the quark charge has not been included; i.e. the
result is for a single quark of unit charge. The best fit plateaus, as identified by a covariance matrix
based χ2 analysis, are also illustrated. The rapid onset of the plateau following the electromagnetic
current at t = 21 reflects our use of optimised interpolating fields.

Figure 6 presents G s
M for the Λ(1405) at Q2 ' 0.16 GeV2/c2 for all five ensembles available

from PACS-CS. Variation of the light u and d quark masses is indicated by the squared pion mass,
m2

π . At the heaviest u and d quark masses approaching the SU(3) flavour limit, mu = md = ms,
the underlying approximate flavour-singlet structure is manifest in G s

M with the light and strange
sectors contributing equally. Even though the light-quark sector is becoming much lighter, this
symmetry persists well towards the physical point. Only by directly simulating QCD in the realm
of quark masses realised in Nature can the vanishing of the strange quark contribution be revealed.
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Figure 6: The light (u or d) and strange (s) quark contributions to the magnetic form factor of the Λ(1405) at Q2 ' 0.16
GeV2/c2 are presented as a function of the light u and d quark masses, indicated by the squared pion mass, m2

π . Sector
contributions are for single quarks of unit charge. The vertical dashed line indicates the physical pion mass.

At the lightest quark-mass ensemble closest to Nature, the strange quark contribution to the
magnetic form factor of the Λ(1405) drops by an order of magnitude and approaches zero. As the
simulation parameters describing the strange quark are held fixed, this is a remarkable environ-
mental effect of unprecedented strength. As the u and d quark masses become light, and the cost
of creating u,u and d,d quark–anti-quark pairs from the QCD vacuum diminishes, we observe an
important rearrangement of the quark structure within the Λ(1405) consistent with the dominance
of a molecular KN bound state.

4. Hamiltonian Model

To connect these results obtained for a QCD eigenstate on the finite volume of the lattice to
the infinite volume baryon resonance of Nature, we construct a finite-volume Hamiltonian model
using a basis of single- and two-particle non-interacting meson-baryon states available on the finite-
volume periodic lattice. We follow the approach established in Ref. [13] where the eigenvalue equa-
tion of the model is designed to reproduce finite-volume chiral effective field theory [14, 15, 16, 17]
in the weak coupling limit. Finite-volume models [13, 18] are particularly useful in interpreting
the composition of the energy spectrum observed in Lattice QCD simulations.

In constructing the Hamiltonian, the four octet meson-baryon interaction channels of the
Λ(1405) are included [19]: πΣ, KN, KΞ, ηΛ. We begin by writing the Hamiltonian H as the
sum of free and interacting Hamiltonians, H = H0 +HI . The rows and columns of H represent the
magnitudes of the three-momenta available to the meson-baryon intermediate states dressing the
bare Λ(1405) state. As we work with total momentum zero, the meson and the baryon will each
carry the same magnitude of momentum in a back-to-back orientation. In a finite periodic volume,
momentum is quantised. Working on a cubic volume of extent L on each side, it is convenient to
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define the momentum magnitudes

kn =
√

n2
x +n2

y +n2
z

2π

L
, (4.1)

with ni = 0,1,2, . . . and integer n = n2
x +n2

y +n2
z . As there are permutations of the ni that give rise

to the same momentum magnitude, we also introduce the integer C3(n) as a combinatorial factor
equal to the number of unique permutations of ±nx, ±ny and ±nz. For example, the lowest lying
nontrivial momentum available on the lattice, where one direction has the magnitude of 2π/L, has
C3(1) = 6. The result recognises three positions for the non-trivial momentum and a factor of two
associated with whether the meson or the baryon carries the positive momentum.

The non-interacting Hamiltonian H0 has diagonal entries corresponding to the relativistic non-
interacting meson-baryon energies available on the finite periodic volume at total three-momentum
zero. It also includes a single-particle state with bare mass, m0 + α0 m2

π . The parameters m0

and α0 are to be constrained by the lattice QCD results. Denoting each meson-baryon energy

by ωMB(kn) = ωM(kn)+ωB(kn), with ωA(kn)≡
√

k2
n +m2

A, the non-interacting Hamiltonian takes
the form

H0 =



m0 +α0 m2
π 0 0 · · ·

0

ωπΣ(k0)
. . .

ωηΛ(k0)

0 · · ·

0 0

ωπΣ(k1)
. . .

ωηΛ(k1)

· · ·

...
...

...
. . .


. (4.2)

In the present model the interaction entries describe the coupling of the single-particle state to the
two-particle meson-baryon states.

HI =



0 gπΣ(k0) · · · gηΛ(k0) gπΣ(k1) · · · gηΛ(k1) · · ·
gπΣ(k0) 0 · · ·

...
... 0

gηΛ(k0)
. . .

gπΣ(k1)
...

gηΛ(k1)
...


. (4.3)

Each entry represents the S-wave interaction energy of the Λ(1405) with one of the four channels
at a certain value for kn. The form of the interaction is derived from effective field theory, and
includes the relevant finite-volume factors [13]

gMB(kn) =

(
κMB

16π2 f 2
π

C3(n)
4π

(
2π

L

)3

ωM(kn)u2(kn)

)1/2

. (4.4)
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Figure 7: (left) The quark-mass dependence (mq ∝ m2
π) of the lowest-lying Λ(1405) states observed in our

lattice QCD calculations [1] is illustrated by the discrete points at each of the pion masses available in the
PACS-CS ensembles. The low-lying energy spectrum of our Hamiltonian model (solid curves) constrained
to the Lattice QCD results (discrete points) is also illustrated. The associated non-interacting meson-baryon
basis states are illustrated by the dashed curves. (right) The volume dependence of the spin-1/2 odd-parity
Λ spectrum obtained from our Hamiltonian effective field theory analysis of our lattice results at mπ = 156
MeV. L denotes the length of the L3 volume.

fπ = 92.4 MeV represents the pion decay constant and u2(kn) is a regulator function. For the
purposes of this model, u(kn) takes the form of a dipole regulator, with a regularization scale of
Λ = 0.8 GeV. It has been shown in previous investigations that the regulator dependence is small
in the extraction of resonance parameters near the physical pion mass [20]. The coupling κMB is
related to the SU(3)-flavour singlet couplings of the octet mesons and baryons via [21, 22]

κπΣ = 3ξ0, κKN = 2ξ0, κKΞ = 2ξ0, κηΛ = ξ0, (4.5)

with ξ0 = 0.75, chosen in order to ensure that the πΣ decay width of the Λ(1405) takes the physical
value of 50±2 MeV [23] at the physical pion mass, in the infinite-volume limit.

The eigenvalue equation corresponding to the Hamiltonian model presented here takes the
following simple form which is similar to chiral effective field theory in a finite volume,

λ = m0 +α0 m2
π −∑

M,B

∞

∑
n=0

g2
MB(kn)

ωMB(kn)−λ
. (4.6)

M and B denote the intermediate meson-baryon pairs, with coupling gMB(kn) provided in Eq. (4.4).
λ is the energy eigenvalue of the S-wave interaction, which occurs on both sides of the equation.
As λ is finite, the pole in the denominator of the right-hand side is never accessed. A nontrivial
mixing of states occurs and the bare mass m0 +α0 m2

π encounters self-energy corrections that lead
to avoided level-crossings in the finite-volume energy eigenstates.

To solve this Hamiltonian system, the dgeev routine from the LAPACK software library is
used to obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H. The energy eigenvalues of the matrix may
be fitted to their corresponding lattice QCD values by minimising the chi-square function for the
parameters m0 and α0 at different values of m2

π . The low-lying energy eigenvalues fit to the lattice
QCD results are illustrated in Fig. 7. The scale is set via the Sommer parameter [24].
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Figure 8: The overlap of the basis state, |state〉, with the energy eigenstate |E〉, illustrating the composition
of the states associated with the lattice simulation results. Basis states include the single particle (bare three-
quark) state, denoted by m0, and the two-particle states πΣ and KN. A sum over all two-particle momentum
states is done in reporting the probability for the two-particle channels. Pion masses are indicated on the
x-axis with the vertical dashed line separating the first state for the heaviest three masses from the second
state for the lightest two masses.

The states observed on the lattice are described very well by the Hamiltonian model. The
three heaviest quark masses considered on the lattice correspond to a stable odd-parity Λ(1405),
as the πΣ threshold energy exceeds that of the Λ(1405). However, as the physical pion mass is
approached, the πΣ threshold energy decreases and a nontrivial mixing of states associated with an
avoided level crossing of the transitioning πΣ threshold occurs. At the lightest two quark masses
considered, the Λ(1405) corresponds to the second state of the Hamiltonian model with a πΣ-
dominated eigenstate occupying the lowest energy position. The reason this lowest-lying state is
not seen on the lattice will become more apparent as the composition of the finite-volume eigen-
states is examined.

The eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian system provide the overlap of the basis states with the
eigenstates and thus describe the underlying composition of the eigenstates. As the first and second
eigenstates are dominated by the single-particle state and the two-particle channels πΣ and KN, we
illustrate these in Fig. 8 for each value of pion mass considered in the Lattice QCD simulations. A
sum over all two-particle momentum states is done in reporting the probability of the two-particle
channels.

At the lightest pion mass, mπ = 156 MeV, the second eigenstate in the Hamiltonian model
is dominated by the KN channel in complete agreement with the explanation of the observed,
vanishing strange quark contribution to the magnetic form factor. A small but nontrivial role for
the single-particle three-quark state enables the excitation of this state in the lattice correlation
matrix analysis of three-quark operators.

In contrast, the lowest-lying eigenstate of the Hamiltonian model at mπ = 156 MeV is dom-
inated by πΣ, with very small single-particle content, which explains why it is missing from the
lattice QCD spectrum. Similarly, the contribution from the single-particle state at the second pion
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Figure 9: The quark mass dependence of the infinite-volume reconstruction of the Λ(1405) energy is
illustrated as a function of the squared pion-mass, m2

π . Both the fit to the central values of the lattice QCD
results and the most probable mass dependence observed in the bootstrap ensemble analysis of the lattice
results are illustrated.

mass is larger in the second state than in the first state. At the larger three pion masses, the single-
particle state takes on a more important role, but significant two-particle mixing remains.

5. Infinite-Volume Limit

Having confirmed that the Λ(1405) state observed on the lattice is best described as a molec-
ular KN bound state, it remains to demonstrate the connection between the finite-volume lattice
eigenstates and the infinite-volume resonance found in Nature. The quark-mass behaviour of the
Λ(1405) energy in the infinite-volume limit can be reconstructed from the finite-volume Hamil-
tonian model by considering the principal-value continuum versions of the loop integral contribu-
tions from all channels with the appropriate physical hadron masses. The resonance energy of the
Λ(1405) in infinite volume is

EΛ1405 = mfit
0 +α

fit
0 m2

π + ∑
M,B

κMB

16π2 f 2
π

P
∫

∞

0
dk

k2 ωM(k)u2(k)
EΛ1405−ωMB(k)

, (5.1)

where P indicates that the principal value integral is performed. This integral represents the
infinite-volume version of the loop sum appearing in Eq. (4.6). Since EΛ1405 appears on both
sides of Eq. (5.1), it is best solved iteratively by scanning over a range of possible values of EΛ1405.

The result is shown in Fig. 9 as a solid black line. The dashed lines illustrate the non-interacting
infinite-volume S-wave threshold energies, which each induce a non-analytic cusp in the quark-
mass dependence of the self energy.

To obtain an estimate of the statistical uncertainty in the Λ(1405) energy, a bootstrap analysis is
performed. This is achieved by repeating the minimisation of the chi-square to obtain fitted values
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Figure 10: The statistical distribution of the infinite-volume Λ(1405) resonance energy at the physical pion
mass obtained from a bootstrap analysis of the Lattice QCD results.

of m0 and α0 for separate bootstrap ensembles of lattice QCD data. The bootstraps are calculated
by altering the value of each lattice data point by a Gaussian-distributed random number, weighted
by the uncertainty at each point in m2

π . The statistical distribution of values for the Λ(1405) mass
at the physical pion mass and infinite volume, for 500 bootstrap configurations, is shown in the
form of a histogram, displayed in Fig. 10. The plot has an unconventional distribution due to cusps
in the extrapolation associated with the opening of decay channel(s). The bootstrap error analysis
provides a resonance energy of 1.48+0.17

−0.07 GeV.
The distribution of the bootstrap analysis is sharply peaked around the most probable value

of 1.41 GeV in good agreement with experiment. We illustrate the most probable outcome for the
Λ(1405) mass dependence by the dot-dash curve in Fig. 9 labeled “Most probable physical value of
Λ(1405).” In this case only the πΣ threshold induces a cusp and the ordering of the πΣ threshold,
the Λ(1405) energy, and the KN threshold realised in Nature is reproduced.

6. Conclusion

First-principles lattice QCD calculations are complemented with Hamiltonian effective field
theory, founded on the principles of finite-volume chiral perturbation theory, to study the quark-
mass and volume dependence of the low-lying odd-parity states associated with the Λ(1405). The
Λ(1405) has been identified on the lattice through a study of its quark mass dependence and its
relation to avoided level crossings in effective field theory.

A variational analysis is performed to calculate the Sachs electric and magnetic form fac-
tors. The connected light-quark contribution to the Λ(1405) has been investigated and shown to
be consistent with (K0n and K−p) dressings of the nucleon. The vanishing of the strange quark
contribution to the magnetic moment of the Λ(1405) and the dominance of the KN component
found in the finite-volume Hamiltonian effective field theory treatment reveal that the structure of
the Λ(1405) is dominated by a molecular bound state of an anti-kaon and a nucleon.

In the infinite-volume limit, the Hamiltonian model describes a quark mass dependence that is
consistent with Nature. The connection between the continuum, infinite-volume pole positions and
the finite-volume lattice energy levels is non-trivial. Studies of experimental results have suggested
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the possibility of a double-pole structure in the 1400 MeV region of the Λ channel [25, 26, 27, 28,
29]. An independent Unitary-χPT analysis indicates our lattice data is consistent with a double-
pole model where the Λ(1405) is a dynamically generated resonance [30].

The resolution of the interacting scattering threshold energy levels on the lattice may provide
further insight into the pole structure in the infinite-volume. This requires an expansion of the
operator basis used in our correlation matrix as the coupling of local three-quark operators to multi-
particle scattering states on the lattice is suppressed by the volume. Importantly, the presence of
a nontrivial single-particle three-quark component in the Hamiltonian model eigenstate explains
why our Λ(1405) state is readily accessible in lattice correlation matrix analyses constructed with
three-quark operators.

Due to the dominance of the flavour-singlet interpolator in forming the Λ(1405) on the lattice,
the Hamiltonian model presented here only considers the EFT flavour-singlet couplings. While the
most important physics has been explained, one could also consider the addition of flavour-octet
contributions. The inclusion of these octet contributions will likely prove important in the analysis
of an expanded lattice spectrum that includes the interacting scattering thresholds, and this will be
the subject of future work. Furthermore, one could also investigate the influence of coupling the
current operator to the extended multi-hadron channels [31].
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